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Online banks have
demonstrated the power of
robotic process automation
(RPA) to the rest of the financial
services industry. They have
seen explosive growth and
popularity due to the perceived
instantaneity of their offerings.

The rest of the financial services industry is now catching up with the adoption of RPA.
The industry traditionally relied on outsourcing labor-intensive business processes
to cheaper, overseas workforces. This model still works but it is exposed to risks such
as wage increases and regulations regarding sending data overseas. Robotic process
automation has matured in recent years. RPA is now capable of keeping all financial
services processes in-house. RPA can handle any repeatable process in retail banking,
commercial lending, consumer lending, and wealth management. Furthermore,
it yields a better return on investment than any international outsourcing solution.
Used properly, RPA can speed up processes, clear bottlenecks and enable your team
members to use their creativity and innovation for the benefit of your customers.
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The benefits
of RPA for
Financial Services
Organizations
In fact, the more processes you’re able to automate, the happier your employees
become. Because RPA robots turn employees into super-employees. They allow your
employees to be more human by giving them back time to focus on more fulfilling,
nuanced—in short, more human—endeavors. Let your employees find more joy in their
work by leaving the calculations to the calculators.

Generate SARs Reports with One Click
Financial services providers are required by law to provide regulators with
reports of fraudulent transactions called suspicious activity reports (SARs).
Conventionally, compliance offers of financial services providers compile
these reports manually by referencing lengthy compliance documentation
and extracting information from internal datasets. An RPA robot can now use
natural language processing to comprehend the compliance documentation
and extract the required information automatically.

Freeze Stolen Credit Cards Instantly
Credit card companies and retail banks that issue credit cards are exposed
to the risk of losing money when their customers’ credit card information is
stolen. Credit card providers race to freeze affected accounts when retailers
reveal that they suffered a data breach. Traditionally in these time-pressured
situations, human support agents manually lookup and process the affected
credit card accounts based on the information provided by the retailers. RPA
can automate the freezing process, saving credit card providers from labor
costs as well as the costs associated with reversing or absorbing fraudulent
transactions.
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Execute Securities Trades Automatically
Wealth management organizations frequently order trades of securities
according to a predetermined set of rules or conditions. Humans have to place
the trades manually because few trading software platforms support the level
of custom automation needed. An RPA robot is capable of taking over the
menial, repetitive task of ordering trades, freeing up more of wealth managers’
time to spend on client relations and strategic planning.

Beat the Returns of Human Outsourcing
It is a common belief among executives that outsourcing to cheaper human
labor overseas will cut costs in half. While hourly rates may be lower, executives
don’t consider the hidden costs that come from factors like the loss of inhouse business knowledge, the consequences of 3rd parties failing to deliver,
wrong assumptions made from cultural misalignments, and uncontrollable
management turnover.
Robotic process automation delivers clear-cut cost savings and returns on
investment with none of the hidden costs above.

The Optezo process catalog provided
the needed jump start for our Digitization
initiative...our ROI results are transparent and
actively managed to ensure ongoing success
CIO, $6B+ Credit Union
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Top Financial Services
RPA Use Cases
Let robots handle the tedious and
repetitive back-office financial services
tasks so that your organization can invest
more into new products and services.
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WHY OPTEZO

Reach RPA at scale
quickly and reliably
It’s “RPA in a Box”

Fast Track to ROI
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These use cases (and more!) are from the Optezo Process
Catalog. The benefits are real. Start now.
Request a Quote
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Talk to an Expert

